The ESS NEEDS YOUR HELP. There are quite a few positions left, but they are going fast. We currently need people for the following positions:

- People to help with a Western School Wide ‘Pie in Your Face Event’
- People to help organize sports and social events
- People to try an organize a live concert for charity
- People to help organize an industry tour
- People to help ‘Ring the Fountain with Loonies’
- People to help with the ‘Rube Goldberg Machines’ during National Engineering Week

Along with all these positions come cool titles for your resume. So come on down to EOW 130 and sign up.

RESULTS OF ESS GENERAL MEETING

On Friday September 30, the ESS held their General Meeting. While not very many people attended (therefore leaving us with an overabundance of free doughnuts), their was enough for the meeting to proceed.

At this meeting, it was voted that the ESS would spend $2000 split between the two streams on a PC for the ESS office. This PC would be used for keeping the ESS books and other various ESS related tasks. Stream B already voted in this referendum so therefore a PC is coming soon to the ESS office.

Three changes to the constitution were passed in this meeting, including:

1) A grammatical error
2) Changing of a section of text that no longer applies to the ESS
3) The renumbering of a section.

None of these changes can commence until Stream B passes them in their next General Meeting. For more info on the specific changes made, stop by the office.

A new Secretary and a new Sports Coordinator were elected. Congratulations to new Secretary Daryl Storey (2A Comp), and new Sports Coordinator Steve Pratt (3B Mech).

Congratulations are due to the following people:
Audra Blazkow
Ian Busby
Ian Clarke
Alana Clements
Wendy Macdonald
Their Mech 350 design won their category in the 1994 Solution Student Design Competition. Along with the win came a retroactive A+ in the course as well as $750.

Congratulations and good luck if the design is entered in WECC!
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WE WON!
The Stream A Football team won the second annual UVic Invitational Engineering Flag Football Tourney on the weekend of the 25th. This team consisted of:
Doug Bryan
Dylan Gates
Daryl Storey
Jill Sorby
Chris Des Mazes
Adam Roberts
Cliff Hammerschmidt
Shawn McDowell
Greg ???

Congratulations
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The Fishwrap needs your contributions! If you have anything to contribute, please send it to us in one of the following ways:

1) Plain old e-mail.(fishwrap@engr) Just send email to us, and in the middle include the article. Yes I mean just type it in your mail. We will process it and judge whether it has what it takes or not. We will of course have to format it ourselves, but that's no biggie.

2) Use Meta-mail.(fishwrap@engr) Using the mail tool from X-Windows you can mail specific files. So if you already have an article in Framemaker format and want it included as is, use this process.

3) The crappy way would be to write your article down on paper and leave it for us in the ESS office (EOW 130). Then we have to type it ourselves, but if we like it enough we'll do it.

Those are your 3 options. Now just because you submit something doesn't mean it'll get in for sure, but at least it will be read by someone. The FW's will most likely come out every 2nd Friday, so get them in accordingly. Thanks for your time and support.

Editorial

ESS Events

So far this term the ESS has planned 2 major events, the Back to School Party and the Invitational Football Tournament. Both events ended up as money losers. The reason was the fact that people signed up for them and then did not show up to the event. The party for instance, sold ~100 tickets in advance, yet only 40 people showed up. A considerable loss was taken on food and drinks. And for the football tourney, over 20 people signed up and failed to show up on the weekend, left us with an over stock of football t-shirts that nobody is going to want now. Both these events ended up being very fun and entertaining, and would have been even more so if the amount of people that had signed up had shown up.

It takes a lot of time and money to set events like this up, if people aren't interested in attending these events, that's perfectly all right. The only way the ESS can estimate how many people are going to attend an event is by pre-event signups. So please, only sign up for an event if you are going to attend. Hope to see ya at the next ESS sponsored event.

ATTENTION ALL HP48 OWNERS

The ESS has entered into a deal with Hewlett Packard to offer you the following offer:

For only $39.95 plus applicable taxes you can get an I/R booster, network adaptor and network software for the HP 48 series personal calculator. This increases the range of your HP48 I/R port to approximately 30 ft. The network adaptor allows for easy networking of multiple HP48 calculators(up to 10). The software enables messages, notes and graphics to be transferred across large distances. No more I/R transfer hassle, just 'point and shoot'. The advantages are immeasurable.

Hewlett Packard Representatives will be in the ESS office on Monday, Oct 10, from 1:00-3:00PM taking orders. For more info, stop by the ESS office.

ATTENTION ALL TENNIS/ SQUASH/ RAQUETBALL PLAYERS

We are currently trying to set up ladders for these sports. If you are interested you can sign up right outside the ESS office, or email jshutty@sirius for more info.

Top 5 Reasons Co-op Should Give More Time For People To Write Cover Letters

5) It isn’t very fair to the little people working inside the laser printer.
4) One weekend isn’t enough time to come up with fancy names for data entry jobs.
3) This much creativity couldn’t even come out of Stephen King in a weekend.
2) Homework???
1) It is illegal to make someone work more than 24 hrs/day without breaks.